TO BE A MILLER SCHOLAR

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY

Students with strong academic backgrounds and experiences outside the classroom
are valuable to us. Our Miller Scholars have led and participated in numerous school
organizations such as the National Honor Society, student government, and peer
mentor groups.

Ball State University is redefining education by providing relevant, immersive
learning experiences that engage high-caliber students in intense, interdisciplinary
projects both in and out of the classroom. Our expert, collaborative faculty members
mentor students and encourage innovation and creativity in education.

In high school, they were active in academic, athletic, and arts activities, from decathlons
to theatre productions. They earned academic honors for overall performance and subjectspecific achievement. Our scholars volunteered in local schools and communities and with
national organizations. Many lettered in multiple sports and participated in state-level
competitions. They also traveled abroad for cultural immersion and to practice their foreign
language abilities. In addition to these countless activities, many of the students also
balanced part-time jobs.

Located in Muncie, Indiana, a midsized city one hour northeast of Indianapolis,
Ball State’s vibrant campus is home to more than 21,000 undergraduate and
graduate students from across the country and abroad. Learn more at www.bsu.edu.

As high-achieving students at Ball State, they continue and increase this level of involvement
and excellence as Miller Scholars.

APPLICATION
We invite you to apply to be a Miller Scholars at www.bsu.edu/business/millerscholars.
Finalists will be required to participate in an on-campus interview day in late February.

CONTACT US
Miller College of Business
Student Services
Whitinger Business Building, room 147
765-285-5329
business@bsu.edu

www.bsu.edu/business/millerscholars

If you are selected as a Miller Scholar, you must maintain a minimum 3.4 cumulative grade
point average (GPA), complete the Miller College honors curriculum, and actively participate
in the benefits provided.

MILLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Miller Scholars are granted direct admission to the business college their freshman year.
Other students must apply their junior year.
Deadline: January 31

THE MILLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
The Miller College of Business at Ball State University offers a powerful and vibrant experience
to Miller Scholars. The program financially supports and academically challenges top students
to achieve at the highest levels.
Miller College students in all disciplines interact regularly with business professionals, who
share not only their expertise but also their challenges, giving you the chance to be part
of real-world solution building. We emphasize immersive learning and internships for the
experience and connections they provide.
We offer a wide range of majors divided among five departments. We also operate
several centers that attract and consolidate expertise and share information with the world.
You can participate in student organizations for camaraderie as well as insight into aspects
of the business world.

The information presented here, correct at the time of publication, is subject to change. Ball State University practices
equal opportunity in education and employment and is strongly and actively committed to diversity within its community
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PROGRAMMING
The Miller Scholars program provides targeted workshops and events focused on academic,
professional, networking, and social development, which complements curricular offerings.
Previous programs have included:

Thanks to the Miller Scholars
program, Brooke, ’12, got a jump
start on her career in international
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she studied abroad in Costa Rica
and Panama. After her sophomore
year, she landed an international
business internship customized to
her career needs.
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“The opportunities as a Miller Scholar
are incredible, more than I could
have imagined,” Brooke says.
“It’s been enlightening.
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“I wouldn’t have found my internship
if it were not for being a Miller
Scholar. Finding an internship as
an international business major
is difficult. As scholars, we took a
W¬?ßËÜÄÍËÍË~Ë.ßÄÍjÄ^Ë?Ë
Consort Medical company. I later
contacted the company, and it
tailored an internship to fit my major,
providing me the chance to work
with numerous professionals.”
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ABOUT MILLER SCHOLARS

Brooke has taken advantage of
leadership opportunities. She is
ÍjËÄjÁËÜWjË¬ÁjÄajÍËwË jÍ?Ë
Sigma Pi, coordinating all events
for the professional fraternity. She
also served as the vice president of
programs for the Ball State chapter of
the American Marketing Association,
where she brought speakers to
campus.
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interpretation of assessment results to aid in major/career choice.

The program supplements classroom learning with professional development opportunities,
networking, and social events. While excelling in the classroom, students are encouraged to
seek leadership positions within business, university, service, and community organizations.

Miller Scholars participate in the Miller College Pre-Business Honors (freshman and
sophomore) and Honors (junior and senior) programs. These courses reflect the distinctive
Ball State experience. You’ll be led by inspiring professors. You can expect lively discussions,
case studies, and hands-on activities to apply your learning. You will be in an intellectually
challenging environment with other students like yourself.
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Take full advantage of all of our college’s offerings such as:
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opportunities, in which students find real-world solutions for real-world problems.
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THE HONORS PROGRAMS
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attention from talented faculty, a supportive environment, and immersive learning
Brooke Zollinger volunteers at
the Animal Rescue Fund (ARF)
in Muncie, Indiana.
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Offering students powerful and vibrant experiences, Miller College selects 10 high-caliber
students who exemplify strong academic drive, professionalism, motivation, leadership,
and ethical and moral character to become Miller Scholars. In addition to taking specially
designed honors courses, Miller Scholars receive a full tuition and fees scholarship for four
years, financially supported study abroad experience, and a laptop computer.

BENEFITS OF THIS PRESTIGIOUS PROGRAM

“Thinking about applying to see if
you can be a Miller Scholar? Go for it.
It will put you in awesome positions
and give you the best opportunities to
pursue your career goals.”
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